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The adult mouse subependymal zone provides a niche for mammalian neural stem cells (NSCs). However, the molecular signature, selfrenewal potential, and fate behavior of NSCs remain poorly defined.
Here we propose a model in which the fate of active NSCs is coupled
to the total number of neighboring NSCs in a shared niche. Using
knock-in reporter alleles and single-cell RNA sequencing, we show
that the Wnt target Tnfrsf19/Troy identifies both active and quiescent NSCs. Quantitative analysis of genetic lineage tracing of individual NSCs under homeostasis or in response to injury reveals rapid
expansion of stem-cell number before some return to quiescence.
This behavior is best explained by stochastic fate decisions, where
stem-cell number within a shared niche fluctuates over time. Fate
mapping proliferating cells using a Ki67iresCreER allele confirms that
active NSCs reversibly return to quiescence, achieving long-term
self-renewal. Our findings suggest a niche-based mechanism for
the regulation of NSC fate and number.
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through Notch signaling (15–17). Both the Notch and PEDF signaling pathways are involved in maintaining NSC number (18–21).
The bone morphogenic protein ligands as well as receptors are
expressed by quiescent NSCs (qNSCs), which together with Notch,
Wnt, insulin-like growth factor 2, VEGF, and EGF signaling
pathways regulate quiescence, proliferation, and differentiation in
the adult neurogenic niche (15, 18–25). In addition, basal processes of NSCs contact the blood vessels, which are thought to
contribute to the regulation of stem-cell activity and might represent a route to relay systemic signals (5, 26, 27).
Retroviral labeling, BrdU label-retention experiments, and
injury models that target proliferating cells all indicate that NSCs
are predominantly out of the cell cycle (8). qNSCs are thought to
enter into the cell cycle only rarely, generating aNSCs that
contribute to adult neurogenesis before returning to quiescence
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Adult mammalian tissues contain stem cells that contribute to
tissue homeostasis and regeneration, with potential therapeutic applications. Specialized niches regulate their fate. Here
we evaluated quantitatively how the subependymal zone
niche regulates neural stem cell (NSC) number in the adult
mouse brain. Using knock-in reporter alleles and single-cell
RNA sequencing, we show that the Wnt target Tnfrsf19/Troy
identifies both active and quiescent NSCs. Using the Ki67iresCreER mouse model, we found that dividing stem cells
have long-term self-renewal potential. We propose a model
where the fate of NSCs is coupled to their density within a
closed niche. Our results suggest a new mechanism for regulating adult stem cell number, which might be deregulated in
brain malignancies and in aging.

A

dult stem cells often reside in niche structures composed of
specialized cells. This creates a microenvironment in which
specific signals maintain and regulate the resident stem-cell pool
(1). The adult mouse subependymal zone (SEZ) of the lateral
ventricles provides a model system to study the mammalian
neurogenic niche (2–5). Extrinsic niche signals as well as intrinsic
factors contribute to the maintenance of a pool of neural stem
cells (NSCs) that generate neuroblasts (NBs) through rapidly
dividing transit-amplifying (TA) cells. NBs migrate anteriorly
along blood vessels and the rostral migratory stream to the olfactory bulb (OB), where they differentiate into several types of
interneurons (6–8). In humans, NSCs also persist in adulthood
and might contribute to striatal neurogenesis, raising hopes for
their therapeutic potential. However, the functional significance
of newly formed adult neurons remains unresolved (6).
Both FACS analysis and viral lineage tracing experiments
provide strong evidence that a subset of SEZ astrocytes contacting the ventricles (B1 cells) are NSCs (9). Visualization of the
ventricular surface en face shows that ependymal cells, which
cover the ventricular surface, surround the apical end feet of B1
astrocytes (10). This characteristic spatial organization results in
the formation of hallmark “pinwheel” structures (8, 9) (Fig. 1A).
The apical end feet provide access to the cerebrospinal fluid,
which is rich in extrinsic signals, and to axons that regulate
neurogenic activity (11, 12).
Several characteristic pathways have been implicated in the
regulation of adult NSCs. While ependymal cells have motile cilia,
B1 astrocytes have a single primary cilium that is involved in sonichedgehog signaling that regulates NSC identity (13, 14). Ependyma, astrocytes, active NSCs (aNSCs), and NBs present the
Notch ligands Jagged1 and Dll1 that promote NSC self-renewal
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Troy Marks Adult NSCs in the SEZ. The Wnt signaling pathway is

TroyGFP

pivotal for the maintenance of multiple adult stem-cell populations (37). However, its role in regulating SEZ NSC fate is
poorly understood (38–40). Recently, the Wnt target Tnfrsf19/Troy
has been found to mark active intestinal stem cells and a quiescent
stem-cell population in the stomach (41, 42). Since Troy expression has been reported in the SEZ (43), we questioned whether
Troy+ cells may be NSCs and used the TroyGFPiresCreER +/HET
knock-in mouse to characterize their functional behavior in
adult neurogenesis.
We found TroyGFP expression (visualized by endogenous
fluorescence) to be highly restricted to the SEZ (Fig. 1B and SI
Theory). Analyzed by immunohistochemistry, TroyGFP+ cells
expressed progenitor markers MSI1 and SOX2 (94 ± 9% and
72 ± 11% of TroyGFP + cells, respectively) as well as the
astrocyte/stem-cell marker GFAP (76 ± 9%; Fig. 1 C, D, and H
and Fig. S1 A and B), but did not express the NB marker doublecortin (DCX; 0 ± 0%; Fig. 1 E and H); 0.7 ± 0.7% of TroyGFP+
cells expressed the astrocyte/ependymal marker S100β (Fig. 1 F
and H). These TroyGFP+S100β+ cells were located below the
ventricular surface and showed astrocyte-like processes (Fig. S1C).
Consistently, acetylated tubulin staining confirmed that TroyGFP +
cells lacked ependymal-specific multiple motile cilia (Fig. 1 F and
H). Of note, we could not detect endogenous TroyGFP expression
in parenchymal astrocytes (Fig. 1 B and D). While some TroyGFP+
cells were observed to be in the cell cycle, as indicated by proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA; 19 ± 2%) and KI67 (18 ±
2%) expression, they formed only a fraction of proliferating SEZ
cells (24 ± 10% of KI67+ cells; Fig. 1 G and H and Fig. S1D); 72 ±
30% of the GFAP+ SEZ astrocytes expressed TroyGFP, while
none of the S100β+ ependyma with acetylated tubulin bundles
(0 ± 0%) and DCX+ NBs (0 ± 0%) expressed TroyGFP (Fig. 1
D–F and Fig. S1F). TroyGFP+ cells touched the ventricles between
S100β+ ependyma and contacted blood vessels, both key
morphological features of NSCs (Fig. 1F and Fig. S1E). Singlemolecule FISH (smFISH) revealed that the average copy number of Troy mRNA per cell was highest in subependymal cells
and low in cells lining the ventricles (Fig. S1G). While ependymal cells might express low levels of Troy mRNA, all Troy-high
cells were subependymal. Some cells with low levels of TroyGFP
fluorescence were also visible in the blood vessels and in the
parenchyma (Fig. 1B). These cells were never GFP-high and
were outside the neurogenic niche and, as such, were not
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Fig. 1. TroyGFP population displays NSC characteristics. (A) Schematic representation of the adult SEZ niche. b.v., blood vessels; E, ependymal cells; TA,
transient amplifying cell. (B) Endogenous GFP (green) expression in the adult
TroyGFP mouse brain. Blue: DAPI. (C–H) Characterization of the TroyGFP
population using confocal assisted immunohistochemistry. TroyGFP cells include SOX2+ (C) and GFAP+ (D) progenitors but not DCX+ NBs (E) or S100β+
E cells (F). Some TroyGFP cells are actively cycling (KI67+, G). (H) Quantification of the results in C–G. (I) FACS-sorted GFP+ cells were assayed for their
neurosphere-forming potential. (J) Individual TroyGFP-high-derived spheres
(40/40 spheres, five animals) could be expanded over at least 10 passages
and displayed multipotency generating β3-tubulin+ neurons (red, Left),
GFAP+ astrocytes (green, Left), and CNPase+ (red, Right) Olig2+ (green,
Right) oligodendrocytes upon differentiation. (K) Lineage tracing using
TroyGFPiresCreER RosaLacZ mice. X-Gal staining of coronal sections of brains
isolated 2 d (Lower Left) or 1 y (Lower Right) after 5 d of Tmx administration
(1 × 5 mg each day). Error bars show SD. (Scale bars: B, 1 mm; C and G, 10 μm;
D and F, 20 μm; E, 100 μm; J, 100 μm.)

or differentiating (8, 28–30). However, the fate behavior of individual NSCs remains undefined. In the “classical” model,
maintenance of the NSC population is thought to involve serial
rounds of invariant asymmetric cell division. In this paradigm,
following entry of qNSCs into the cycle only one daughter cell
returns to quiescence, while the other differentiates into a TA
cell either directly or through a series of terminal divisions (31).
Alternatively, the fate behavior of NSCs could be stochastic such
that, upon activation, an average of one aNSC returns to quiescence for every qNSC that enters into the cell cycle. In the first
paradigm, which we term “division asymmetry,” only qNSCs
maintain long-term self-renewal potential while, in the second,
termed “population asymmetry,” self-renewal potential is shared
by quiescent and aNSCs and achieved only at the population
level. Finally, another intriguing possibility is that the NSC pool
Basak et al.
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is “disposable” so that, once activated, they either differentiate
directly or stay in the cell cycle, becoming exhausted over time.
Recently, evidence in favor of the “disposable” stem cell
model has been provided by genetic lineage tracing and liveimaging studies, which suggest that aNSCs eventually lose
neurogenic potential (32–35). Studies based on the direct visualization of radial glia in slice cultures as well as invertebrate
models have placed emphasis on invariant asymmetric cell
division (36). However, evidence in support of either nichedirected asymmetric NSC division or the spontaneous segregation of fate determinants is currently lacking. Alongside their
identity and fate behavior, the nature of NSC regulation also
remains unresolved: In particular, does the fate behavior of
NSCs follow from intrinsic (cell-autonomous) regulation or
through interactions with the local environment? If the latter, do
NSCs explore an open or facultative niche, or are they confined
to a closed domain?
Here, we have combined long-term genetic lineage tracing
assays and detailed quantitative analysis of clone fate with singlecell RNA expression profiling to resolve the molecular identity,
functional heterogeneity, self-renewal potential, and fate behavior of NSCs in the SEZ of adult mice.
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Single-Cell Whole Transcriptome Atlas of Adult Neurogenesis. To
characterize the molecular features and heterogeneity of Troy+
NSCs we generated a single-cell atlas of adult neurogenesis in
the SEZ using Sort-seq, which combines FACS with automated
single-cell RNA sequencing (45, 46) (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2A; see
SI Theory for further details on this section). We isolated cells
using key published surface markers (15, 47), Slc1a3 (NSCs), and
EGF binding ability (dividing cells), as well as reporters based on
transgenic mouse models TroyGFPiresCreER (NSCs) and Ki67RFP
(dividing cells) (48), among others. We then used the RaceID2
algorithm to cluster 1,465 cells which passed our quality control,
based on similarity of their transcriptome to find virtually all cell
types present in the SEZ (Fig. S2A and Dataset S1). Focusing on
the 1,205 cells that are on the NSC-to-neuron differentiation
axis, we identified nine clusters showing a near-continuous variation in the pattern of expression together with a small isolated
cluster on the t-distributed stochastic neighbor-embedding
(t-SNE) map (Fig. 2 A and B and Fig. S2 A and B). We considered genes significantly enriched (false discovery rate <0.01)
in a given cluster(s) compared with the rest of the dataset as their
“molecular signature,” as described before (49). These included
Slc1a3/Hes5/Nr2e1+ NSCs (clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6) where
TroyGFP sorted cells as well as Troy mRNA were enriched (15,
50, 51) (Fig. 2 A and C and Fig. S2A). Expression of Egfr and

0

A

marker whose expression pattern overlaps with that of the adult
NSC pool (Fig. 1K and Fig. S1 I–S).

4

analyzed further. The TroyGFP population therefore includes
both astrocytic and proliferating cells of the SEZ.
To investigate whether Troy+ cells could self-renew and differentiate into the diverse cell types of the adult brain we performed neurosphere assays. When placed in culture, we found
that TroyGFP-high cells formed neurospheres (1.3 ± 0.4%) much
more efficiently than TroyGFP-low and TroyGFP-negative cells (0.02 ±
0.02% and 0%, respectively; P < 0.0001; Fig. 1I). Individual
TroyGFP-high cells displayed multipotency, differentiating into
neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes (Fig. 1J). When compared directly to published NSC markers (15, 44), TroyGFP-high
cells (1.8 ± 0.2%) generated neurospheres more efficiently than
SLC1A3+EGFR− qNSCs (0 ± 0%; P < 0.005) and SLC1A3+
PROM1− astrocytes (0.56 ± 0.12%; P < 0.005; Fig. S1H).
SLC1A3+EGFR+ aNSCs and TroyGFP-high cells formed comparable numbers of neurospheres (2.23 ± 0.15%; P = 0.048; Fig.
S1H). Thus, TroyGFP cells display self-renewal potential and
multipotency in vitro.
To probe the self-renewal and differentiation potential of
Troy+ cells in vivo we used TroyGFPiresCreER +/HET RosaLacZ +/HET
mice where tamoxifen (Tmx) injection results in heritable activation of LacZ expression (Fig. 1K). Following five rounds of
daily Tmx injection, labeled cells were confined to the SEZ at 2 d
postinduction and robustly populated the OB over time (Fig.
1K). Recombined cells remained in the SEZ even after 6 mo and
1 y postlabeling and generated new NBs, identifying Troy as a
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Fig. 2. Single-cell transcriptome atlas of adult neurogenesis. (A) A t-SNE map showing clusters identified by RaceID2 and expression of key marker genes.
(B) Summary of genes differentially expressed in each cluster. Unique (left lane) as well as shared (middle and right lane) genes are shown. See Dataset S2 for
a complete list. (C) t-SNE maps displaying the normalized log2 expression of key genes. The color key shows expression values. (D) Distribution of sorted cell
populations along pseudotime. Putative cell types are indicated above. Boxes highlight clusters 2, 1, and 6. Colors code for RaceID2 clusters shown in A.
(E) Plot displaying the running mean average expression levels of representative (exemplar) genes for selected gene modules. In D and E, cells are ordered on
the x axis according to pseudotime; the color bar displays RaceID2 clusters.
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as clusters of YFP+ cells (B); migratory NBs were excluded from the analysis. One week after Tmx induction, clones with multiple dividing TroyGFP+ cells (C),
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Troy+ NSCs Undergo Limited Proliferation Within Clones. Recent
studies have suggested that individual aNSCs do not retain longterm self-renewal potential but become exhausted within a few
weeks of activation (33). Thus, ongoing neurogenesis would require constant activation of additional qNSCs over time. To resolve the dynamics of NSC activation, division, and maintenance we
employed a genetic lineage tracing approach to trace the progeny of
individual marked Troy+ cells over time. A single injection of
Tmx (50 mg/kg) in TroyGFPiresCreER +/HET RosaYFP +/HET mice
generated ∼85 clones per cerebral hemisphere, which we analyzed by position and cell composition at 2 and 4 d as well as 1, 2,
4, 8, 16, and 32 wk postrecombination (Fig. 3 A and B and
Methods). The entire neurogenic niche was visualized en face
by generating a 3D reconstruction from confocal images (55).
We confirmed that TroyGFP signal does not leak into the and
RosaYFP channel, allowing independent detection of the channels (Fig. S4A and SI Theory). One week after recombination,
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single molecular switch of differentiation (Fig. 2E). Instead,
Gpr37l1, Apoe, and Slc1a2 modules all diminish at different
points along the pseudotime axis (Fig. 2E). An initial peak of
expression of the carboxypeptidase E (Cpe) gene module in
primed NSCs was followed by peaks of Ascl1 and Fos gene
modules in aNSCs. Expression of Npm1, Hmgb2, Hnrnpab, and
Sox11 modules initiated at distinct points in aNSCs along the
pseudotime axis and persisted in putative TA cells (Dlx2+) and
NBs (Dcx+) (Fig. 2E and Fig. S3F). Similarly, signaling pathway
components and surface receptors implicated in cell fate decisions display a complex pattern in aNSCs (Fig. S3H). This behavior is consistent with the absence of a “point of no return,”
where the distinction between traditional NSCs and TA cells
is clear-cut.
In summary, these findings suggest that niche-related signaling
pathways display dynamic changes along the NSC–neuronal
differentiation axis and distinct expression in aNSCs, which may
continuously adjust their differentiation potential.

Fabp7 identified aNSC clusters 1 and 6, the latter of which is
enriched in Ascl1 (52) (Fig. 2 A and B and Fig. S2C). Marker
expression identified Dlx1/Dlx2/Sox11+ clusters 5 and 8 as TA
cells, Dcx+ cluster 7 as NBs, and Gad1, Snap25, and Rbfox3
cluster 9 (consistent with them being isolated from the OB) as
neurons (Fig. 2B and Fig. S2 A–D). When placed in a linear
order on the NSC–neuronal differentiation axis (pseudotime;
see SI Theory). TroyGFP+ NSCs were placed early and partially
overlapped with Ki67RFP+ and SLC1A3+EGFR+ (putative
aNSCs) cells (53) (Fig. 2D). SLC1A3+EGFR− cells, with an
expression profile similar to published signatures of qNSCs,
also expressed Troy mRNA (Fig. S3C). Analysis of the single-cell
transcriptome data provided independent evidence that Troy+
cells display key molecular features of NSCs and overlap with
published stem cell signatures. A detailed analysis of the expression pattern of new and published markers is described in SI
Theory. Here, we focused on the putative aNSCs to investigate
the molecular basis of their functional differences.
For this purpose, we used coexpression of a selected set of
genes as a proxy to define coregulated gene modules using the
APCluster package (54) for affinity propagation clustering and
identified 19 gene modules (Fig. 2E, Fig. S3 E and F, and
Datasets S3 and S4). Most modules displayed marked changes in
gene expression at intermediate points along the pseudotime
axis, where cells of clusters 2, 1, 6, and 5 reside (Fig. 2E and
Fig. S3F). In contrast, cell cycle-related gene modules were
up-regulated almost simultaneously along the pseudotime
axis from cluster 6 onward, demonstrating that dividing and
nondividing cell types were clearly separated (Fig. S3G). Consistently, ribosomal gene expression displayed a three-stage
pattern: low in clusters 4 and 3 (qNSCs), medium in clusters 2
(NSCs primed for activation, pNSCs) and 1 (aNSCs), and high in
clusters where cell cycle-related gene expression is elevated
(Fig. S2C).
Apart from cell cycle-related modules, changes in gene expression do not occur simultaneously, which argues against a
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some of the recombined YFP+ cells coexpressed TroyGFP and
the astrocyte marker GFAP and displayed astrocytic morphology
(Fig. S4B). Recombined cells did not express S100β (0 ± 0%)
and were not multiciliated (0 ± 0%), indicating that the ependyma is not labeled with our induction regimen (Fig. S4 C and
D). After 1 mo, labeled YFP+ cells migrated to the granule and
periglomerular layers of the OB to generate new neurons, including NeuN+ or Calretinin+ subtypes (Fig. S4E). Using
KI67 as a pan-proliferation marker and DCX as a neuronal
differentiation marker, we classified cells within clones as qNSCs
(TroyGFP+KI67−) or aNSCs (TroyGFP+KI67+), TA cells
(TroyGFP−KI67+DCX−), or early NBs (TroyGFP−KI67+DCX+)
(Fig. 3 B–E). Since postmitotic NBs (KI67−DCX+) rapidly migrate away from their source, we excluded them from our analysis (Fig. 3 A and B). We confirmed by nearest-neighbor distance
analysis that mergers between clones were highly unlikely (SI
Theory and Fig. S4F). No correlation was observed between the
location of a clone in the SEZ and its size or composition, suggesting that clonal behavior is independent of the spatial position
of NSCs (Fig. S4G). Further, the cellular composition of clones
by 7 d postinduction mirrored that of the surrounding tissue,
implying that TroyGFP expression marks a representative population of NSCs (Fig. 3F).
Throughout the time course most clones were composed of a
single qNSC (Fig. S4H). Small clones with at least one cycling
cell (fewer than five cells) consisted almost entirely of aNSCs
(Fig. 3C, arrows, Fig. 3G, and Fig. S4H). For larger clone sizes, a
decline in the number of aNSCs was accompanied by an increase
in TA cell number (Fig. 3D, arrowheads, Fig. 3G, and Fig. S5A).
The largest clones typically contained several NBs and a single
qNSC (Fig. 3E, yellow arrow). However, aNSCs persisted in
clones even at 8 mo postinduction, consistent with the continuous production of olfactory neurons from Troy+ cells (Fig. 3G
and Fig. S4 H and I).
Previous studies have proposed that NSCs undergo invariant
asymmetric cell division in which only one of the daughter cells
retains stem-cell competence (56, 57). In contrast, we found that
clones at early time points were composed primarily of multiple
TroyGFP+ cells, suggesting that NSCs are capable of symmetric
division upon activation (Fig. 3C and Fig. S4H). Further, the size
and composition of Troy-traced clones did not change significantly from day 14 onward, with each clone containing 1.5 ± 0.1
TroyGFP+ cells on average (Fig. 3H). This shows that NSC
proliferation is thus balanced by differentiation and loss through
cell migration.
Such clonal behavior resonates with lineage tracing studies of
other adult tissues where homeostasis follows from population
asymmetry, with stochastic stem cell differentiation and loss
compensated by the duplication of neighboring stem cells (58).
However, within such a framework the number of stem cells in
individual clones would then be predicted to evolve according to
“neutral drift” dynamics in which some clones undergo chance
expansion while others would contract or become lost through
differentiation so that the total number of NSCs remains constant over time. As a result, the number of surviving clones would
gradually decrease over time while the average number of NSCs
per surviving clone would gradually increase. Here, in contrast,
both the density of NSC-retaining clones and their stem-cell
content (as indicated by the average number of TroyGFP+ cells
per clone) remained constant from day 14 onward (Fig. 4 A
and B). Stem cells in the SEZ thus do not conform to a simple pattern of neutral drift dynamics as observed in adult
epithelial tissues.
To determine how the Troy+ stem-cell pool is maintained in
the SEZ we focused on the actively cycling and quiescent stemcell content of clones. We found that, at any given time postinduction, a fraction of clones contained only aNSCs (Fig. S5B).
Since the density of clones in the SEZ remained approximately
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Fig. 4. A restricted niche regulates adult NSC numbers. (A) Average number
of active (aNSC) and quiescent (qNSC) NSCs per NSC-containing clone scored
over time alongside model predictions (shaded areas indicate 95% plausible
intervals). (B) Density of NSC-retaining clones over time. (C) Distribution of
the number of qNSCs per NSC-containing clone averaged over time points
between d 14–112 and model prediction (95% plausible intervals). (D) Schematic representation of the model of niche regulation of NSC numbers. qNSCs
become activated at rate α, while aNSCs return to quiescence at rate
μ or divide at rate λ. When an aNSC divides in a niche containing a total of
k NSCs (active or quiescent), it undergoes symmetric cell duplication with a
probability pk and symmetric differentiation with a probability 1 − pk , with
pk = 1=kx and x = 0.9 ± 0.1 (see SI Theory for details). (E) Sample plots comparing the fraction of clones with given aNSC and qNSC composition estimated by simulation of the model (bars) to collected data (red bars) at
various time points.

constant over time (Fig. 4B), it follows that these clones are not
lost from the tissue. This implies that aNSCs must be able to
return to long-term quiescence after one or more rounds of cell
division. Further, the average qNSC and aNSC content of clones
also remained constant from day 14 onward, indicating that, on
average, one aNSC must return to quiescence for every qNSC
that becomes activated (Fig. 4A).
If the pattern of self-renewal and the return of aNSCs to quiescence were stochastic processes, regulated by cell-autonomous
factors, then one would expect to find some clones at later time
points containing an increasing number of qNSCs. Instead, the
frequency of clones with a given number of qNSCs remained
constant from day 14 onward (i.e., while the size and composition of individual clones may fluctuate over time, when averaged
across the ensemble, the distribution becomes stationary) (Fig.
4C). Within this distribution, most clones (78 ± 2%) contain just
one qNSC while others contain as many as seven. As clones are
not lost from the SEZ over time, the self-renewal probability of
an NSC dividing in a niche containing no other stem cells is unity
(since otherwise clones would not be maintained long-term). In
order for the distribution of NSCs in clones to remain constant
from 14 d postlabeling, it then follows that when an NSC divides
in a niche containing more than one stem cell its self-renewal
probability decreases with the number of NSCs already present
in the local niche (otherwise the average number of NSCs within
Basak et al.

Troy+ NSC Dynamics Are Consistent with a Restricted Niche Model.

To determine whether such a restricted niche-based mechanism
could result in the observed dynamics we developed a simple and
predictive model of NSC behavior in the SEZ (Fig. 4D and SI
Theory). Within this model, qNSCs become activated sporadically at a constant rate and enter into cycle, while aNSCs stochastically return to quiescence at another constant rate. During
their active phase, NSCs may independently and stochastically
choose between cell duplication, giving rise to two aNSCs, and a
symmetric differentiating division generating two TA cells. For
simplicity, we do not consider explicitly asymmetric fate outcome
since such events can be captured within the model as a combination of the two symmetrical fates (SI Theory). The stationarity of the clone size distribution at longer chase times
indicates that NSC number within clones must be locally constrained. To accommodate this observation, we proposed that
individual aNSC divisions result in cell duplication or symmetric
differentiation with a relative probability that depends on the
total number of existing NSCs (active or quiescent) in the local
neighborhood or niche (Fig. 4D). Further, to ensure the observed long-term survival of clones, we imposed the condition
that a single NSC occupying a niche always divides symmetrically, giving rise to two NSCs. As the number of neighboring
NSCs in the niche increases, the fate of aNSCs becomes gradually more biased toward differentiation into TA cells, effectively
restricting the capacity of the niche. Over time, these “rules”
translate to dynamics in which, on average, one NSC returns to
quiescence for each NSC that becomes activated. Therefore,
while the NSC and TA cell content of individual clones fluctuates over time (Fig. 3H), once the niche becomes clonally fixed
the average total number of NSCs, the average number of
aNSCs, and the corresponding clone size distributions are all
maintained constant over time, as observed (Figs. 3H and 4A and
Fig. S4 H and I).
To infer the rates of NSC activation, division, and return to
quiescence we adopted a maximum-likelihood approach (SI
Theory). Scanning the space of possible parameters, we performed stochastic simulations to determine for every parameter
combination the expected clone size distributions based on the
proposed NSC dynamics. By comparing these predictions with
the experimentally observed clone size distributions we deduced
the “best-fit” parameters. These corresponded to a qNSC activation rate of once per 20 ± 4 d, an aNSC division rate of once
per 16 ± 2 h, and a rate of return to quiescence of once per 5 ±
2 d. With these parameters we found that the model could recapitulate the full joint distribution of qNSCs and aNSCs in
clones, from the transient short-term dynamics, up to 14 d
Basak et al.
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postlabeling, to the longer-term steady-state behavior (Fig. 4 D
and E, SI Theory, and Fig. S5 C–E).
Once activated, the model predicts that NSCs go through an
average of ∼2.7 rounds of division before they return to quiescence or differentiate, giving rise to ∼3.4 TA cells that proceed
to generate neurons (Fig. 4D, SI Theory, and Fig. S5F). Note
that the inclusion of additional contributions from aNSC divisions leading to asymmetric fate outcome may revise these estimates. However, our inferred aNSC division rate is consistent
with existing estimates from the literature (57). Moreover, few
clones in our data contain both aNSCs and differentiating
progeny (Fig. S5A). If asymmetric aNSC divisions occur at all,
their relative frequency is therefore likely to be small. To develop the model of NSC behavior above we relied on measures
of the functional behavior of Troy+ NSCs. To test the representativeness of Troy labeling, and the quantitative predictions
of the model, we turned to an independent and unbiased
labeling strategy.
Fate Mapping of Proliferating Cells Confirms Expansion of NSCs
Within the Niche. Our model, which is based on population asym-

metric self-renewal, suggests that actively cycling NSCs are not
committed to differentiation but may return to quiescence. To
challenge our model with an independent approach, we generated a
second in vivo genetic labeling system to trace the fate of proliferating cells, including aNSCs (see SI Theory for further details on
this section). Specifically, we used KI67 expression as a proxy for
cells in the G1, S, G2, and M phases of the cell cycle, as opposed to
quiescent cells resting in the G0 state (59). We generated the
Ki67iresCreER mouse by inserting an iresCreERT2 coding sequence
downstream of the stop codon in the last exon of the Mki67 gene (Fig.
S6A). Recombination in Ki67iresCreER +/HET RosatdTomato +/HET mice
resulted in labeling (tdTomato expression) of both KI67+ dividing
cells (51 ± 5% of tdTomato+ cells) and their immediate nondividing
DCX+ progeny 1 d postrecombination (47 ± 3% of tdTomato+
cells, Fig. 5 A–C). To test the specificity of the Ki67iresCreER
allele, we sequenced single tdTomato+ cells 2 d after
recombination. Most tdTomato+ cells expressed multiple (and
each cell expressed at least one of the) well-known cell
cycle genes, indicating that the Ki67iresCreER allele labels cycling
cells (Fig. S3D). A single BrdU injection 1 d before Tmx
induction (d 0) labeled 35 ± 15% of the tdTomato+ KI67− cells
at day 2 (Fig. S6 B and C), indicating that some of the cycling
Ki67iresCreER labeled cells exit the cell cycle during this period.
tdTomato+ cells continued to contribute to adult neurogenesis 1 y
postrecombination, indicating that not only TA cells but also
aNSCs are targeted by the Ki67iresCreER allele (Fig. 5 B and C and
Fig. S6 D–F). In summary, these results show that the Ki67iresCreER
mouse allele allows fate mapping of dividing cells in the
adult SEZ.
To identify NSCs we focused on the tdTomato+ cells that
contact the ventricles in the pinwheel niche structures (Fig. 5D).
Consistent with the Troy data, most pinwheels contained just a
single tdTomato+ NSC at all time points (Fig. 5E). While most
NSCs were active (80 ± 5%) at 1 d postinduction, all single NSCs
were KI67− by 1 wk, 1 mo, and 1 y postinduction, confirming
that aNSCs can return to long-term quiescence (Fig. 5 D and E).
Moreover, some pinwheels contained multiple qNSCs at 1 wk,
1 mo, and 1 y postinduction (13 ±13% of all pinwheels), indicating clonal expansion (Fig. 5 E and F). At 2 mo postinduction, progeny of marked Ki67+ cells colocalized with NSCs
and expressed Troy mRNA, consistent with dividing aNSCs’
having the capacity to generate Troy+ qNSCs (Fig. 2D and Fig.
S3C). Thus, the Ki67 lineage tracing data confirmed that, while
the majority of aNSCs exit cell cycle within a short period of
time, some aNSCs expand within their niche before returning to
quiescence. Moreover, the qNSC progeny of aNSCs may persist
long-term, reenter the cell cycle, and contribute to ongoing adult
PNAS | Published online January 8, 2018 | E615
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clones would grow over time, and their distribution would grow
broader). Crucially, the convergence of clone sizes onto a stationary distribution thus shows that aNSC fate is not determined
by a cell-intrinsic mechanism, since persisting clones do not
continue to expand in size over time. Instead, it must follow from
a cell-extrinsic mechanism, where aNSC fate is conditioned by
the behavior of neighboring stem cells.
Taken together, these results suggest that the SEZ is organized into a 2D array of isolated niche domains that each host a
variable but limited number of qNSCs and aNSCs. Following
pulse labeling of NSCs using the Troy promoter, a short period
of clonal competition becomes resolved in the clonal “fixation”
of qNSCs and aNSCs within the niche, after which the average
clone density and size distribution become constant. In this
model, at long chase times, variability of individual clone sizes
reflects a continuous and dynamic process of NSC activation,
expansion, contraction, and deactivation that, when averaged
across the ensemble of clones, leads to the observed stationary
size distribution.
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Fig. 5. aNSCs return to long-term, reversible quiescence. (A) Mouse alleles
used for lineage tracing. (B) Characterization of the KI67iresCreER RosatdTomato
lineage tracing d 1, d 7, 1 mo, and 1 y after a single injection of 250 mg/kg
Tmx. (C) Quantification of cell types shown in B. (D) As depicted (schematic),
tracing starts from aNSCs, TA cells, and some NBs. Contact to the ventricular
surface is visualized by β-catenin (at the surface). Differentiation status is
evaluated using KI67 and DCX (4 μm below the surface). (E) Density (number
of clones per mm2) and size distribution of tdTomato+ clones contacting
the ventricles. (F) Quantification of D displaying active fraction (KI67+/
tdTomato+) of tdTomato+ cells in pinwheels of a given size. (G) Comparison
of the frequency of tdTomato+ cells per pinwheel in KI67iresCreER +/HET
RosatdTomato +/HET mice (red) with the steady-state distribution (d 14 onward)
of TroyGFP+ cells in clones (clonal distribution, dark green) and the number
of TroyGFP+ cells per pinwheel (light green) in TroyGFPiresCreER +/HET RosaYFP +/HET
mice. (H) Optical sections showing contact of TroyGFP+ (green) GFAP+ (red)
NSCs to the ventricular surface. (Scale bars in B, D, and H, 10 μm.)

neurogenesis. By transiting reversibly between active and quiescent states, NSCs are able to achieve long-term self-renewal.
These results are consistent with our model predictions and
provide an independent confirmation of the heterogeneity of
cellular dynamics within the NSC compartment.
The sensitivity of aNSC fate to the total number of NSCs
within the same clone suggests that NSCs can sense and “count”
the number of neighboring stem cells within their local niche.
Pinwheel structures in the SEZ provide a candidate anatomical
E616 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1715911114

feature that demarcates separate niche domains (9). The TroyGFP
population includes cells in the pinwheels (B1 cells) as well as cells
placed deeper in the SEZ (B2 cells). Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that the distribution of TroyGFP+YFP+ cell
numbers in putative pinwheel structures was strikingly similar to
the observed steady-state distribution of all TroyGFP+ cells in
clones (Fig. 5 G and H). Moreover, comparison of the distribution
of tdTomato+ NSCs within pinwheels with the distribution of
TroyGFP+ NSCs within pinwheels, and with the steady-state distribution of NSCs in clones, showed that the distributions were
also strikingly similar (Fig. 5 G and H). It was also consistent with
the reported distribution of astrocytes in pinwheels, from which we
could deduce that around one in three astrocytes in pinwheels is
TroyGFP+ (9) (SI Theory and Fig. S5G).
Dynamics of Troy+ qNSC Activation Following Niche Perturbation. To
challenge the niche organization and proliferative potential of
NSCs we perturbed the neurogenic niche. Previous studies have
shown that qNSCs become activated upon injury and can regenerate the SEZ (3, 15). To study the response of NSCs to
injury, we made use of 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) treatment, which is
reported to deplete most proliferative cells in the SEZ (60).
Through optimization we found that the majority of proliferative cells in the SEZ could be eliminated using a single i.p. injection of 250 mg/kg of 5-FU (Methods and Fig. S7A). To study
the targeted response of NSCs on injury, we combined 5-FU
injection with our clonal induction protocol using the
TroyGFPiresCreER +/HET RosaYFP +/HET mice (Fig. 6A; also see SI
Theory for further details on this section).
Following Tmx administration, analysis of tissue 2 d after
5-FU injection revealed the large-scale depletion of KI67+ cells
while TroyGFP+ cells survived (Fig. 6A and Fig. S7A). Proliferation was visible all over the SEZ at 7 d after 5-FU treatment, consistent with published protocols (60). At this point,
almost all (99 ± 1%) recombined cells were found to be TroyGFP+
(Fig. S7B). More than half (52 ± 5%) of these cells were also
KI67+ (Fig. 6 A and B), suggesting increased activation of
qNSCs upon injury. Under homeostatic conditions most clones
were composed of a single qNSC (Fig. S4H); 19 ± 4% of all
clones surviving 5-FU treatment were composed of a single
KI67+ TroyGFP+ cell (Fig. 6C and Fig. S7B). Consistent with our
observation that NSCs can increase their number upon activation, some 48 ± 4% of clones contained only aNSCs (Fig. 6 B and
C and Fig. S7C). The increase in the fraction of clones that include aNSCs indicates recruitment of qNSCs into the cell cycle in
response to injury, a feature of deep qNSCs (15).
However, by day 14 after 5-FU treatment significantly fewer
clones were composed of a single aNSC (1 ± 2%; P = 0.012) or
only aNSCs (5 ± 3%; P < 0.001) (Fig. 6D and Fig. S7 C and D).
Rather, most recombined clones contained TroyGFP−KI67+
DCX− TA cells and DCX+ NBs, confirming the restoration of
neurogenesis from labeled, initially quiescent, TroyGFP+ cells
(Fig. 6D and Fig. S7B). Significantly, at this time point the distribution of NSC number within clones matched closely that
found at day 14 postinduction under homeostatic conditions
(Fig. 6E), suggesting that the integrity of the restricted niche
domain remains intact even during regeneration. However, although the average number of NSCs per clone was set at around
1.5 ± 0.1 cells, consistent with the capacity of the unperturbed
niche, the relative fraction of quiescent and aNSCs was tilted
toward the latter, suggesting that NSC activity may subside only
slowly during regeneration.
Next, we used the 5-FU–mediated killing of dividing cells to test
the cell-cycle dynamics of Ki67iresCreER-labeled cells. Injection of
5-FU (d 0) in Ki67iresCreER RosatdTomato mice abolished proliferation at d 2, quantified by the density of KI67+ cells (62.8 ±
8.2 compared with 2,012 ± 378 cells per mm2 in controls; Fig. 6 F
and G). Tmx treatment 1 d after (d 1) 5-FU treatment (d 0) led to
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a major loss of recombined cells (3.3 ± 4.0 tdTomato+ cells per mm2)
compared with controls (835.9 ± 124.9 tdTomato+ cells per mm2;
Fig. 6 F and G); 92 ± 10% of the remaining rare tdTomato+
cells were KI67+ (Fig. 6F). These findings confirm that the
Basak et al.

Discussion
Despite extensive investigation, the molecular identity and longterm fate behavior of individual adult NSCs of the SEZ have
remained in question. By combining long-term lineage tracing
assays using two knock-in alleles (not previously explored in the
brain) with quantitative clonal analysis we have proposed a
model in which NSCs may transit reversibly between the quiescent and active compartments. When active, the fate of NSCs is
chosen stochastically, with probabilities correlated with the
number of neighboring NSCs in their localized niche. As a result,
NSCs are rarely lost altogether from within a niche, while their
capacity to expand becomes increasingly suppressed as their
number grows locally. Consistent with the arrangement of NSCs
and astrocytes in pinwheel structures, our results support the
presence of multiple physically separated niche structures within
the SEZ.
We provide a comprehensive, high-quality transcriptome atlas
of the adult neurogenic niche with single cells from 11 FACSpurified populations. Direct comparison of TroyGFP and Slc1a3+
EGFR− cells reveal a large overlap between both populations,
suggesting that Troy is expressed by a large population of qNSCs.
Our clustering algorithm did not detect any Slc1a3-high astrocytes reported by Llorens-Bobadilla et al. (15), which we attribute to either technical problems in detecting astrocytes or to
differences in the region cells were isolated (SI Theory). Important to this study, we identify a large aNSC pool with diverse
gene expression pattern.
In the course of NSC division, key transcriptional factors
compete to regulate NSC self-renewal and differentiation. With
emphasis placed on division asymmetry of NSCs, it has been
assumed that commitment to differentiation occurs at, or immediately after, stem cell division, triggering a strictly unidirectional differentiation pathway (61). By contrast, our findings
indicate that stem-cell maintenance is achieved through a process of niche-based population asymmetry. The decision to differentiate or reenter quiescence takes place after an initial
expansion of NSCs within their niche. In particular, tracings
based on both TroyGFPiresCreER and Ki67iresCreER revealed that
multiple qNSCs might be generated by a single aNSC. Consistently, injury-activated NSCs expand their number before
returning to quiescence. Moreover, single-cell RNA sequencing
shows that proliferating Troy+ NSCs display a complex and diverse gene expression pattern. Gene modules, composed of
genes with highly correlated expression patterns, are activated
separately and in a partially overlapping manner in aNSCs. Some
of the genes are shared with Troy− TA cells and NBs, suggesting
that a differentiation program is activated in aNSCs. This likely
results in decreased probability of return to quiescence. This
continuum from quiescence to differentiation fits well with our
clonal tracing data; following NSC activation, the composition of
PNAS | Published online January 8, 2018 | E617
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Ki67iresCreER allele is specifically active in proliferating cells.
When Tmx was administered 1 d before (−d 1) 5-FU treatment
(d 0), some of the tdTomato+ cells survived, indicating that they
exit the cell cycle before 5-FU treatment is effective (27% of
controls, Fig. 6 F and G); 89 ± 5% of the remaining tdTomato+
cells were DCX+ NBs that left the cell cycle (Fig. 6 F and G),
while the remaining (11 ± 5%) KI67−DCX− cells were seen on
the surface of the SEZ at d2 (Fig. 6F); 11 ± 0% of tdTomato+
clones contained multiple cells, consistent with aNSCs’ being
able to increase their number and return to quiescence within 1 d
(Fig. 6G and SI Theory).
In summary, these results suggest that, following injury, the
depletion of aNSCs is compensated by the rapid activation of
qNSCs that quickly expand to repopulate the closed niche and
reestablish neurogenesis. However, during this process, until day
14 after injury the proliferative activity of aNSCs is sustained at a
higher rate than under homeostatic conditions.
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clones is not fixed but depends on the stochastic fate decisions of
aNSCs to proliferate or differentiate. These findings strongly
suggest that stem-cell potential is distributed between active and
qNSC populations.
The self-renewal potential of NSCs in the adult hippocampus
remains controversial. While Encinas et al. (32) suggest that
aNSCs eventually differentiate into mature astrocytes, Bonaguidi
et al. (62) provide evidence based on clonal lineage tracing that
individual NSCs may be long-term self-renewing. In support,
Urbán et al. (28) suggest that long-term self-renewal of NSCs is
achieved through return to a transient quiescent state. Similarly,
the ability of dividing SEZ stem cells to return to long-term
quiescence has been debated. A recent study employing clonal
lineage tracing from Slc1a3+ NSCs suggested their depletion
following limited rounds of division as a manifestation of aging
(33). Similarly, lineage tracing of embryonic precursors of adult
NSCs suggests that individual NSCs might only be active for
limited periods throughout adulthood (34). In contrast, our results, based on the Ki67iresCreER allele, provide clear evidence
that some aNSCs return to quiescence. Combined with our
clonal tracing data, we found that NSCs are then activated again
after a refractory period of ∼3 wk on average, during which time
the TA population becomes exhausted. Thus, neuronal production is not continuous at the level of individual progenitors,
but follows a pattern of “boom-and-bust” (Fig. 7). Cells that have
proliferated in young adults remain potent even after a year; they
can reenter the cell cycle and generate new neurons. Whether
these Troy+ qNSCs display sporadic activation or remain dormant during this period remains to be seen. However, we observe
that a large fraction of NSCs are quiescent at d 60, suggesting
that there might be long periods of inactivity following repeated
cycles of activation. Our quantitative analysis does not provide
evidence for functionally distinct qNSCs. However, activation of
a large pool of qNSCs upon injury as well as our single-cell
analysis suggest that both dormant and sporadically activated
qNSCs may coexist. As we used different induction protocols
compared with previous studies, the apparent discrepancy may
arise from labeling functionally different stem-cell states. Indeed,
if Slc1a3+ NSCs were more likely labeled in an active state or in
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Methods
A detailed description of materials and methods can be found in SI Methods.
Contact for Reagents and Resource Sharing. Requests for reagents should be
directed to Hans Clevers at h.clevers@hubrecht.eu.
Mouse Strains Used in This Study. TroyGFPiresCreER mice were described before
(41). Ki67iresCreER mice were generated by homologous recombination in
embryonic stem cells targeting an iresCreERT2 cassette at the transcriptional
stop site of mKi67 (Fig. S6A). Details of embryonic stem cell targeting are
described elsewhere (67). RosaLacZ, RosaYFP, and RosatdTomato (Jackson Laboratory) mice were used for lineage tracing in TroyGFPiresCreER (RosaLacZ and
RosaYFP) and Ki67iresCreER (RosatdTomato) mice. All mice were bred on a C57BL/
6 background. All animal procedures and experiments were performed in
accordance with national animal welfare laws under a project license
obtained from the Dutch government, and were reviewed by the Animal
Ethics Committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences.
All rodents are housed in a barrier facility in conventional cages and are
changed without using a change station. All personnel entering the barrier
must wear protective clothing (including caps and special clogs). All animals
are received directly from approved vendors (Charles River) or generated inhouse. Animals arriving from other sources must pass the GDL quarantine
for screening or by embryo transfer. After screening these specificpathogen-free mice are housed in micro isolator cages and are transferred
to the Hubrecht laboratory. Details of the lineage tracing experiments, 5-FU
treatment and the number of mice are described in SI Methods.

TAs

Single-Cell RNA Sequencing. RNA samples were prepared using a modified
version of the CEL-seq protocol as described previously, with a few modifications (49, 68). Data processing is described in SI Methods and SI Theory.

100
120
time (days)

Statistical Analysis. Data are presented as mean ± SD. When two groups of
samples were compared, P values were calculated using the unpaired, twotailed Student’s t test.

Fig. 7. A closed niche model of adult neurogenesis. Schematic representation of the NSC niche at selected time points. The lower plot depicts the
result of a numerical simulation of the model dynamics with the inferred
parameters showing changes in the number of quiescent and aNSCs as well
as the production of TA cells at given time points. These simulations reveal a
pattern of stochastic dynamics in which the sporadic entry of qNSCs into the
cycle leads to a burst of proliferative activity leading to TA cell production
before a return to quiescence.
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niches containing multiple NSCs, our model would predict that
they are more likely to be “displaced” by neighboring stem cells,
resulting in commitment to differentiation.
Multiple studies indicate a loss of NSC number with age that
can, at least in part, be restored by “youth-related” signals (63).
To avoid conflating the question of the fate of NSC during homeostatic turnover with mechanisms of age-related NSC loss,
mice induced at 8–10 wk of age were analyzed up to ∼10 mo of
age when neurogenesis is at levels comparable to those in young
adults (64).
The cellular and molecular mechanisms by which the niche
controls NSC numbers have remained an intriguing open question. Our model suggests that the self-renewal capacity of NSCs
decreases with the number of NSCs that occupy the same closed
niche. In common with intestinal stem cells (65), the short-term
self-renewal potential and molecular identity of NSCs in the
adult SEZ is not invariant but changes in response to local extrinsic cues. Based on the current findings, a mechanism in which
the fate behavior of Troy+ NSCs is correlated with the number
of neighboring stem cells provides the most likely explanation of
the clonal dynamics (Fig. 7). At the molecular level, such competition could be mediated through limited access to the ventricular and endothelial surfaces, a limited supply of niche
factors produced by other SEZ cell types, or an inhibitory effect
of direct cell-to-cell contact of NSCs. The functional study of
differentially regulated genes identified by single-cell transcriptome profiling in this study and others (15, 47, 66) could
provide a starting point for addressing the molecular interactions
that mediate the regulation of NSC number.
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